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Abstract: The demand of radio resources like mobile phones and Internet services
is dramatically increasing and inefficiency in the traditional allocation of electromagnetic spectrum is apparent. A novel paradigm for allocating resources is the Dynamic
Spectrum Access, where primary and secondary users share the same frequency band.
In this paper, in a Cognitive Radio context, we model the power allocation for
secondary users coexisting in the same frequency band with primary ones as a Generalized Nash Equilibrium Problem. We develop a theoretic analysis showing existence
and uniqueness of the Generalized Nash Equilibrium and convergence of the Best Response Algorithm to it. In practical implementations, the conditions we propose are
natural (a lower and an upper bound for the Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise-Ratio
of the radio devices are involved) and easy to be locally verified by users, which just
need the knowledge of the total interference they experience near their own receiver.
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The radio spectrum is a finite resource managed by State governments. Complex naReceived:
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tional and international rules govern its occupancy and use. This regulation includes
the a priori assignment of frequency bands, the specification of maximum allowed
power levels and of the maximum allowed interference with other potential users [1].
Because of the rapidly increasing demand of radio resources (mobile phones, Internet services, etc.), such a traditional method for the allocation of the frequency band
to a given communication system is becoming inefficient. Engaged frequency bands
coexist with huge under-utilized bands dedicated to different services and users [1],
[2], [3], [4], [5] and [6]. In particular, currently the licensed part of the spectrum is the
one poorly utilized [2], [6] and [7].
Consequently, it has become increasingly important to develop new methods in
order to utilize the electromagnetic spectrum more efficiently and to solve problems
of radio-band congestion. Innovative artificial techniques in radio science and new
paradigms in radio communication protocols have been suggested in order to improve
the use of fixed bands [8] and [9]. But another approach could be employed. Signals
could be transmitted not on a formerly fixed frequency band, but, more dynamically,
on a frequency band available in specific time and location, a so called spectrum hole
[10].
A system able to adapt to environmental conditions would be therefore useful to
improve the use of the spectrum. A Cognitive Radio (CR) system is therefore promising in order to obtain more efficiency, basing on flexibility and dynamism [11], [12]
and [13]. Indeed, a Cognitive Radio is a communication system able to sense the operating environment and to adapt in order to obtain some purposes, by respecting the
constraints imposed by the environment itself [14], [15], [16] and [17].
A Cognitive Radio approach to spectrum sharing is not limited to the unlicensed
bands, but it is also extended to the licensed ones, leading to a coexistence problem of
different users, all willing to independently reach a good quality signal, in spite of the
presence of the other users. In such a Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA), primary users
are the owners of the spectrum rights in a specific frequency band, and the secondary
users are expected to share the same band without causing harmful interference to the
primary ones; for this purpose, primary users select a cap on the total interference they
are going to tolerate from the secondary ones [11].
In a Cognitive radio context, Game Theory accounts the radio devices as players
aiming to optimize their own service quality by means of the choice of their own
transmitting power. Indeed, transmitting at the maximum power does not imply the
best choice in order to obtain a good signal at a radio receiver. The high interference
created by a user induces all the other users to rise their transmitting powers: as a
result, the mentioned user indirectly determines an unwanted interference, eventually
obtaining a bad quality signal and other practical issues such as a faster consumption
for the battery (for the specific tool of saving as much battery energy as possible see
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[18] and references therein). Moreover, the distributed approach of Game Theory
is suitable: decisions are not taken in a centralized way. Players regulate their own
transmitting power according to the knowledge of locally available data (such as the
total received interference).
Several models have been proposed in the literature to describe similar competing situations and to establish the behavior that users in the same band should adopt to
reach a satisfying service quality, see [19] for an overview. A Game theoretic approach
to the power control problem in wireless systems has been offered in [20], [21], [22],
[23] and [24], where service preferences for each user are represented by utility functions to be maximized. In a major work, [25], a model for power control where the utility functions reflect the level of satisfaction that users get from using system resources
is considered. A linear pricing to the net utility function is introduced in order to improve the model and mathematical conditions are given to guarantee the existence (not
the uniqueness) of a Nash Equilibrium for the Supermodular Game. In [26] a graphical
method is used to prove existence and uniqueness of the Nash Equilibrium in a power
control game in which the selfish behavior of the secondary users is mitigated thanks
to the specific choice of pricing. In [27] a discrete-time model, originating from the
net utility function of [25] and pricing in [26], is proposed. The presence of a primary
user is included. This Game shows satisfying performance in terms of employed powers, nevertheless the choice of developing a time-discrete model, where instant after
instant the knowledge of a specific term of pricing is obtained, let the authors fall into
a linear case studied in [25] which gives conditions ensuring the existence, but not the
uniqueness, of a Nash Equilibrium.
In a previous work, see [28], we have modeled a Generalized Nash Equilibrium
Problem for Centralized Dynamic Spectrum Leasing (C-DSL, where also primary
users, not only the secondary ones, are active players of the game), following [27]
for the secondary utility, but with the introduction of multiple primary users and overall assuming that the secondary utility of player i depends on simultaneous choices of
players (like in [25]) instead of on their previous choices.
In the present paper, we focus again on the secondary utility function of [28] but
in a Dynamic Spectrum Access context and we are able to prove not only the existence
of a Generalized Nash Equilibrium (GNE), but also its uniqueness; we also show the
convergence of a Best Response-type algorithm to the unique GNE. The Nash Equilibrium is said Generalized because we consider a Game in which the strategy sets of
the players depend on the choices of the other players [29].
The conditions we propose are easy to be satisfied by users, as we will see in
the following, because users do not need to know every single power allocated by
all the other users, information generally not available, but they just need to have a
locally available information, i.e. the total interference they experience near their own
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receiver.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 the model is described; in Section 3 the mathematical Game is given; in Section 4 conditions ensuring existence and
uniqueness of the Generalized Nash Equilibrium are given and a theoretic analysis is
discussed. In Section 5 we remark some conclusions.

2. The Model
The model concerns a frequency band where one or more primary users, owners of
the band’s rights, and secondary users coexist in a Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA)
context. Primary users should not suffer a degradation of their own signal because
of the presence of the secondary users. More precisely, primary users should not be
aware of the presence of the secondary ones in their own frequency band. This is the
reason for which such a model is not a cooperative one. Primary users select an interference considered reasonable on the shared channel and fix the value of total tolerable
interference. Such a value represents an upper bound for the total transmit power for
the secondary users, therefore secondary users have a maximum transmission power
imposed by the primary ones. Each secondary user selects its transmission power in
order to achieve the best signal quality, ensuring low interference to the primary users
and to the other secondary ones.
Suppose there are N ≥ 2 secondary users and L ≥ 1 primary ones. Say N =
{1, ..., N} the set of indexes for the secondary users and L = {1, ..., L} the set of indexes for the primary ones. Each secondary user is characterized by a transmitter site
T Xis and a receiver site RXis with i ∈ N . Similarly, each primary user is characterized by a transmitter site T Xip and a receiver site RXip with i ∈ L . The positions of
transmitters and receivers are independent of each others.
We recall that a signal transmitted by the i-th (primary or secondary) transmitter to
the i-th receiver produces some interference at the j-th receiver, for every j 6= i primary
or secondary. Say gi, j the channel gain between the i-th secondary transmitter and the
j-th secondary receiver. If pi is the transmission power (in Watt) of the i-th secondary
user, its receiver gets a signal gi,i pi , while all the other secondary users j 6= i experience
an interference gi, j pi due to the i-th user. Similarly, say g1,2
m, j the channel gain between
the m-th primary user and the j-th secondary one. Say Pm′ > 0 the (constant) power
transmitted by the primary user m.
Let us consider the total interference plus noise Iir received by the i-th secondary
user: it is due to both secondary and primary transmissions and to σi2 (in Watt), the
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Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) at the i-th receiver RXis. It is:
Iir :=

N

∑

gk,i pk + σi2 +

k=1,k6=i

L

′
∑ g1,2
m,i Pm .

(1)

m=1

Let us recall the definition of the Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) γi
for the i-th secondary user: it is the ratio between the signal (transmitted from the i-th
transmitter T Xis ) received by the i-th receiver RXis and the total interference plus noise
that RXis receives:

γi :=

gi,i pi
∑Nk=1,k6=i gk,i

′
pk + σi2 + ∑Lm=1 g1,2
m,i Pm

.

(2)

By putting Eq. (1) in Eq. (2), γi becomes:

γi =

gi,i pi
.
Iir

(3)

Say f (γi ) the efficiency function: it represents the probability of correct reception
of a signal at a receiver. The efficiency function is defined as:
f (γi ) = (1 − 2Pe (γi ))M

(4)

where Pe is the bit error rate (BER), see [25], and M is the total number of bits
per packet. In general, the efficiency function is strictly increasing and it is such
that limγi →0 f (γi ) = 0 and limγi →+∞ f (γi ) = 1. In [25] the following expressions are
√
given for Pe , depending on the different modulation schemes: Pe (γi ) = Q( 2γi ) for
Binary Phase-Shift Keying (BPSK), Pe (γi ) = 21 e−γi for Differential Phase-Shift Key√
ing (DPSK), Pe (γi ) = Q( γi ) for Coherent Frequency-Shift Keying (Coherent FSK)
and Pe (γi ) = 21 e−γi /2 for Non-coherent Frequency-Shift Keying (Non-coherent FSK).
Function
 Q is related to the complementary error function erfc as follows: Q(x) =
1
√x . In [30] it is also assumed Pe (γi ) = 1 e−cγi for c > 0, that is a generic
2 erfc
2
2
expression that represents the BER of many modulation schemes, for instance when
c = 12 or c = 1 one obtains the Non-coherent FSK and the DPSK schemes respectively.
Our model is suitable for all of these cases, with M > 2 in (4). For M ∈ [1, 2] the
model is not very significant, because the Nash Equilibrium is reached by users always
transmitting at an admissible minimum power. It is often assumed that M = 80.
We assume f (γi ) strictly increasing, with limγi →0 f (γi ) = 0 and limγi →+∞ f (γi ) =
1, and f ′′ (γi ) > 0 for every γi < γM , f ′′ (γi ) = 0 for γi = γM and f ′′ (γi ) < 0 for every
γi > γM for a suitable γM > 0. For BPSK and Coherent FSK modulation schemes,
the value of γM can be computed numerically. For Pe (γi ) = 12 e−cγi with c > 0, it is
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γM = 1c ln M. With these assumptions, the graph of function g(γi ) := γi f ′ (γi ) − f (γi ),
whose derivative with respect to γi is γi f ′′ (γi ), for positive values of γi acts as follows:
it starts from the origin of the cartesian axes, strictly increases for γi ∈ (0, γM ), reaches
its local and global maximum for γi = γM and monotonically decreases for γi > γM ,
tending to −1 for γi → +∞.
3. The Generalized Nash Equilibrium Problem: Players and Utilities
Let us introduce our Generalized Nash Equilibrium Problem (GNEP), a non cooperative game where the strategy set of each player depends on the strategies of the other
players; the concept of GNEP has been formally introduced in [29] with the name of
“Abstract Economy”, see also [31]; a complete overview can be found in [32]. In the
following subsection, we recall some preliminary concepts.
3.1. Preliminaries
In what follows, we adopt the standard notation in Game Theory for which a vector
a = (a1 , ..., aN ) is represented by expression a = (ai , a−i ) in order to underline the
choice ai of the i-th player with respect to the choices of the other N − 1 players,
represented by index −i.
A GNEP is represented by a set N of N ≥ 2 players, each player controlling the
variable ai , that belongs to strategy set Ai for every i ∈ N . The strategy sets Ai depend
on the other players’ strategies: Ai = Ai (a−i ) for every i ∈ N . This is the peculiarity
of GNEPs: if the strategy sets are independent from the strategies of the other players,
then GNEP reduces to a Nash Equilibrium Problem (NEP) or non-cooperative Game,
see [33], [34] and [35] to examine Game Theory in depth.
In GNEPs, like in NEPs, every player aims at maximizing an objective function,
or utility function, ui , which depends on players’ action vectors.
Definition 1. A GNEP consists in finding a feasible action vector a∗ = (a∗1 , ..., a∗N ) =
with a∗i ∈ Ai (a∗−i ) for every i ∈ N solving problem

(a∗i , a∗−i )

maximize ui (ai , a−i ) subject to ai ∈ Ai (a−i ) for all i ∈ N .
ai

(5)

Definition 2. A Generalized Nash Equilibrium (GNE) is a vector a∗ = (a∗i , a∗−i ) ∈
A(a∗ ) such that
a∗i ∈ arg max∗ ui (ai , a∗−i ) for every i ∈ N .
ai ∈Ai (a−i )

(6)
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It means that, at a GNE, the strategy of each player is the Best Response to the strategies played by the other ones. Let us recall the concept of Best Response, defined as
follows (P(X ) is the power set of set X ):
Definition 3. The Best Response BRi of player i to the strategy a−i ∈ A−i of the
other N − 1 players is the correspondence BRi : A−i → P(Ai ) such that
BRi (a−i ) := arg max ui (ai , a−i );
ai ∈Ai

we also define:
BR(a) := (BRi (a−i ))i∈N .
The Best Response set is not necessarily a singleton. An equivalent formulation for a
GNE is therefore:
Definition 4. A GNE is a vector a∗ = (a∗i , a∗−i ) ∈ A(a∗ ) such that a∗i ∈ BRi (a∗−i )
for every i ∈ N ; we can write a∗ ∈ BR(a∗ ), that is a∗ is a fixed point for BR(a).
Powerful updating algorithms are based on Best Responses, see [36] and [37].
3.2. The GNEP
In this Section we propose a GNEP for power control for secondary users in a frequency band where the primary ones are transmitting. Players are N secondary users.
In this model, note that the L primary users in the frequency band are not players: they
are rather a constraint.
Following [26], [27] and [28], we assume that in the game there is an exogenous
parameter ω = (β , δ , µ ) ∈ R3 . This parameter is called exogenous because players
do not control it. We can tune it in order to adapt to the environment and to obtain
the desired outcomes. As it will be clearer in the following, parameter β represents
the maximum pricing value, δ is the price weight of the generated interference; µ is
the sensitivity of users to interference, see [26]. In [26] and [27] it is assumed that
β ≥ δ > 0 and µ > 1. But we assume that the triple (β , δ , µ ) belongs to the set
Ω := {(β , δ , µ ) ∈ R3 | β ≥ δ > 0, 0 < µ < µ ∗ } ⊂ R3 where µ ∗ is defined in Eq. (8).
Our assumptions
β ≥ δ > 0,
(7)


!−1


N
0 < µ < µ ∗ := min 2gii γM ∑ gi,k
(8)

i∈N 
k=1,k6=i

will be clearer in the following mathematical treatment.
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For every i ∈ N , the strategy set Pi is constituted by the transmitting powers pi
that player i can choose; it is assumed to be
Pi(p−i ) := [pi,min (p−i ), pi,max (p−i )] ⊂ R+ ,
where




γM r
Ii (p−i ), Pi,max > 0,
gi,i









 2I r (p )
−i
i
,
,
P
pi,max (p−i ) := min
i,max
N







 µ ∑ gi,k

pi,min (p−i ) := min

(9)

(10)

(11)

k=1,k6=i

Pi,max being the maximum power that transmitter T Xis can transmit at. Because of
!−1

Eq. (8) it is γM (gi,i )−1 Iir (p−i ) ≤ 2Iir (p−i ) µ

N

∑

k=1,k6=i

and therefore pi,min (p−i )

gi,k

≤ pi,max (p−i ) for every i ∈ N . According to Eq. (11), the more the set of users is
sensitive to interference (sensitivity is represented by µ ), the smaller the maximum
power users can select is. As a consequence of the choice of the strategy sets (9), it is:

γM ≤ γi ≤ γµi :=

2gi,i

µ

.

N

∑
k=1,k6=i

(12)

gi,k

Following [37], we give the next two definitions for the constrained strategy sets:
Definition 5. Let A and B be sublattices of a lattice X . We say that A precedes B,
A ≺ B, if for every a ∈ A and b ∈ B, min{a, b} ∈ A and max{a, b} ∈ B.

Definition 6. Consider the constrained strategy set Ai for i ∈ N . If a−i ≤ a′−i
implies Ai (a−i ) ≺ Ai (a′−i ), then the set Ai has the ascending property.
Therefore we can state that:

Remark 1. The strategy set Pi (p−i ) in (9) has the ascending property for every
i∈N .

The set P = P1 × ... × PN = Pi × P−i is the strategy space relative to the N players;
vectors of powers p = (p1 , ..., pN ) = (pi , p−i ) ∈ P are the strategies.
In the game, each player will choose its own transmission power in order to maximize its own utility function. In a previous work, see [28], we have modeled a game
for Centralized Dynamic Spectrum Leasing (C-DSL) for secondary and primary users,
following [27] for the secondary utility, but with the introduction of multiple primary
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users and overall assuming that the secondary utility of player i depends on simultaneous choices of players (like in [25]) instead of on their previous choices. In this game,
we use the same expression for the utility of secondary users assumed in [28]. In the
present paper, we focus only on secondary players, assuming that the primary ones
are not playing the game, in a DSA context. Anyway, results regarding the secondary
utilities could be easily employed also in the C-DSL context of [28], but this is not the
tool of the present paper.
ω
Hence, the expression in bit/Joule for the utilities {uω
i }i∈N , where ui : P×Ω → R,
is defined as follows:

uω
i







N

pi ∑ gi,k 

f (γi ) 
k=1,k6=i



(pi , p−i ) = W Ri
− β − δ exp −µ
 pi
r
pi
Ii (p−i ) 



(13)

where W is the ratio between the number of information bits per packet and the total
number of bits per packet transmitted by the users and Ri is the transmission rate of
the i-th user (in bits/sec).
Say

∆(pi , Iir (p−i )) :=







N

pi ∑ gi,k 


k=1,k6=i



 pi
β − δ exp −µ
r
Ii (p−i ) 



(14)

the so called pricing function. The quantity in the square brackets of Eq. (13) (or equivbit
alently Eq. (14)) is called pricing factor and it is assumed to have units
(Watt)2 × sec
so that the utility function has a consistent unit of measurement.
The pricing function is such that the higher the interference generated by a user
transmitting at a high power is, the greater the value of pricing it will have to pay is.
Indeed, consider pi > p′i both in Pi . For Iir (p−i ) fixed, it results:


N





pi ∑ gi,k 


k=1,k6=i



β − δ exp −µ
β
−
δ
exp
>
−µ

r


Ii (p−i ) 

p′i

N

∑



gi,k 




k=1,k6=i
Iir (p−i )
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leading to

∆(pi , Iir (p−i ))









> β − δ exp −µ



p′i

N

∑



gi,k 

 pi > ∆(p′i , Iir (p−i )) .


k=1,k6=i
Iir (p−i )

Therefore, the presence of a pricing function in the utility function implicitly induces a sort of cooperation, yet maintaining the non-cooperative nature of such a
game.
Besides, the higher the interference Iir (p−i ) received by the i-th user is, the smaller
the pricing factor for the i-th user is. It implicitly involves that if user i receives a great
interference, user i is in some way allowed to use a power higher than the one it would
otherwise use, in the sense that it can raise its power without paying an excessive price.
Note that for pi ∈ Pi as defined in (9) the pricing factor is not greater than β − eδ2
(instead of β , like it was in [26]), while it is still greater than β − δ . The presence
of the sensitivity µ in the upper bound of pi,max (p−i ) lets the game impose a lower
maximum pricing to players.
Remark 2. In [28] we assume a smaller interval for the set of powers, indeed it
is assumed that the minimum allowed power is the same, but the maximum allowed
power is








 I r (p )

−i
i
.
(15)
p̃i,max (p−i ) := min
,
P
i,max
N






 µ ∑ gi,k

k=1,k6=i

This smaller interval ensures the Supermodularity of the GNEP. Supermodular games
have remarkable properties, see [37], [38], [39], [40], [41], [42] and [43]. In the present
paper we enlarge the strategy sets in order to obtain more general results, valid even
outside the supermodularity interval.

4. Generalized Nash Equilibrium
In the present Section we show the existence and the uniqueness of the Generalized
Nash Equilibrium (GNE) for GNEP proposed in Section 3.
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4.1. Existence of a GNE
In order to prove the existence of a Generalized Nash Equilibrium, we follow a major
result by [31]. A simplified version of such a theorem, given in [44], is here reported
for a maximization GNEP.
Theorem 7 ([44]). Consider a GNEP with N players in which:

1. there exist N non-empty, convex and compact sets Ki ⊆ Rni such that for every
p = (pi , p−i ) ∈ Rn , where n := ∑i=1 ni , with pi ∈ Ki for every i ∈ N , the strategy
sets Pi (p−i ) are non-empty, closed and convex and such that Pi (p−i ) ⊆ Ki ;
2. for every i ∈ N , Pi(·) is a lower semicontinuous and an upper semicontinuous
point-to-set map;
3. for every i ∈ N , the utility function ui is continuous;
4. for every i ∈ N , the utility function ui (·, p−i ) is quasi-concave in pi on Pi (p−i );
therefore a GNE exists.
In the following we show that assumptions in the previous theorem hold for our
GNEP. The proof is almost the same given in [28], therefore we just give some hints.
Theorem 8 (Existence of a GNE). The Generalized Nash Equilibrium Problem
defined in Section 3 has a Generalized Nash Equilibrium.

Proof. Say Ki ⊂ R the following compact, convex, non-empty interval for i ∈ N :
Ki := [0, Pi,max ]. It is trivially Pi (p−i ) non-empty, closed and convex and Pi (p−i ) ⊆ Ki
for every i ∈ N . Furthermore, for every i ∈ N , Pi(·) is a lower and upper semicontinuous point-to-set map, because of the continuity of functions pi,min (p−i ) and
pi,max (p−i ). The utility functions uω
i are trivially continuous for every i ∈ N . In order
to complete the proof of existence af a GNE, one has to show that for every i ∈ N , the
utility function uω
i (·, p−i ) is quasi-concave in pi on Pi (p−i ). Let us compute the first
derivative of the utility function uω
i with respect to pi for every i ∈ N , for p−i fixed:



N
pi ∑ gi,k 

 
W Ri  ′
k=1,k6=i



(pi , p−i ) = 2 f (γi )γi − f (γi ) − β − δ exp −µ

Iir (p−i ) 


pi


N



N



pi ∑ gi,k 
∑ gi,k


k=1,k6=i

 k=1,k6=i

exp −µ
− δ µ r
 pi .
r
Ii (p−i )
Ii (p−i ) 



(16)
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By equaling the right hand side of Eq. (16) to zero, we put a necessary condition for
pi to be a local maximum point for uω
i (pi , p−i ) for a fixed vector p−i . It is




gi,i pi
gi,i pi
gi,i pi
′
f
−f r
Iir (p−i ) Iir (p−i )
Ii (p−i )



N
pi ∑ gi,k 

1 
k=1,k6=i


 2
=
(17)
β − δ exp −µ
 p
W Ri 
Iir (p−i )  i





N



N

pi ∑ gi,k 
∑ gi,k

1 
k=1,k6=i

 k=1,k6=i
 3
exp −µ
+
δ µ r
 p .
W Ri 
Ii (p−i )
Iir (p−i )  i


We solve the transcendental equation (17) by a graphical method. Say




gi,i pi
gi,i pi
gi,i pi
r
′
LHS (pi , Ii (p−i )) := f
−f r
,
Iir (p−i ) Iir (p−i )
Ii (p−i )

RHS

(pi , Iir (p−i )) :=


N






1 


β − δ exp −µ
W Ri 



N

(18)


gi,k 
k=1,k6=i
 2
 p
Iir (p−i )  i
N

pi ∑



pi ∑ gi,k 
∑ gi,k

1 
k=1,k6=i

 k=1,k6=i
 3
exp −µ
+
δ µ r
 p .
W Ri 
Ii (p−i )
Iir (p−i )  i


(19)

Function LHS (pi , Iir (p−i )) is monotonically decreasing in the domain Pi (p−i ), with
LHS (pi,min (p−i ), Iir (p−i )) > 0.
Function RHS (pi , Iir (p−i )) is strictly positive and monotonically increasing in Pi (p−i ),
see conditions (7) and (8).
Three cases are possible: LHS (pi , Iir (p−i )) > RHS (pi , Iir (p−i )) for every pi ∈
Pi (p−i ) implying that function uω
i is strictly increasing (and the unique global maximum point is pi = pi,max (p−i )), or LHS (pi , Iir (p−i )) < RHS (pi , Iir (p−i )) for every
pi ∈ Pi(p−i ), that is uω
i strictly decreasing (and the unique global maximum point is
pi = pi,min (p−i )), or finally LHS (pi , Iir (p−i )) = RHS (pi , Iir (p−i )) for one (and only
one) pi ∈ Pi(p−i ). Such a power value is a local maximum point and it is the unique
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global maximum point. Therefore for every i ∈ N the secondary utility ui (·, p−i ) is
quasi-concave in pi on Pi (p−i ).
All the assumptions of Theorem 7 are therefore fulfilled and a GNE exists.
4.2. Uniqueness of the GNE
In [36], in a power control context, the property of scalability for a function defined on
positive vectors has been introduced, in order to define a standard function as follows:
Definition 9. A function X(·) defined on positive vectors x is a standard function
if for every x > 0 it has the following properties:
(i) positivity: X(x) > 0;
(ii) monotonicity: if x′ ≥ x, then X(x′ ) ≥ X(x);
(iii) scalability: for every α > 1, α X(x) > X(α x).
Actually, it has been proved [45] that positivity is implied by monotonicity and
scalability, x being positive.
In order to prove the uniqueness of the Generalized Nash Equilibrium, we use the
concept of Best Response recalled in Definition 3. Indeed, if the Best Response
BR(p) = (BRi (p−i ))i∈N of a non-cooperative game is a standard function requiring
BRi (p−i ) be single-valued, and provided that a Nash Equilibrium exists for the game,
then the Nash Equilibrium is unique and the Best Response Algorithm converges to it,
[36] and [37]. The same approach for showing the uniqueness of a GNEP is followed
for instance in [46] and [47].
The following steps are therefore intended to prove that the Best Response has
properties of monotonicity and scalability. Positivity is trivial, see [45].
Let us prove the following preliminary Lemma.
Lemma 10. The total interference plus noise received by the i-th user Iir (p−i )
defined in Eq. (1) is a Standard Function.

Proof. Following Definition 9, we have to prove positivity, monotonicity and scalability of the Interference function Iir (p−i ) defined in (1) for positive power vectors:
(i) positivity: for every p > 0, trivially Iir (p−i ) > 0;
(ii) monotonicity: if p′ ≥ p > 0, that is p′j ≥ p j > 0 for every j ∈ N , trivially
Iir (p′−i ) ≥ Iir (p−i );
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(iii) scalability: for every α > 1, p > 0,
Iir (α p−i ) =

N

gk,i α pk + σi2 +

∑

k=1,k6=i

L

′
∑ g1,2
m,i Pm

m=1

N

<

∑

L

gk,i α pk + ασi2 + α

k=1,k6=i

′
r
∑ g1,2
m,i Pm = α Ii (p−i )

m=1

that is
Iir (α p−i ) < α Iir (p−i )

(20)

for every α > 1, p > 0.
The Interference function is therefore a standard function.
As already stated, every player aims at maximizing its utility function uω
i (pi , p−i ),
basing on the choices of the other players. A necessary condition for a local maximum
point for uω
i (pi , p−i ) for a fixed vector p−i is given in Eq. (17).
Because it is not possible to find an explicit solution for Eq. (17), it is hard to show
the monotonicity and the scalability of the Best Response. Anyway, as already shown,
we can solve the transcendental equation (17) by a graphical method.
In the previous Section we have shown that one can find a unique power pi ∈
Pi (p−i ) which maximizes uω
i for a given p−i . Therefore, the Best Response for player
i defined in Definition 3 is a singleton and
BRi (p−i ) = arg max uω
i (pi , p−i ) , ∀i ∈ N .
pi ∈Pi (p−i )

(21)

The Best Response of user i is therefore BRi (p−i ) = pi,min (p−i ) if LHS (pi , Iir (p−i ))
< RHS (pi , Iir (p−i )) for every pi ∈ Pi (p−i ), or it is BRi(p−i ) = pi,max (p−i ) if
LHS (pi , Iir (p−i )) > RHS (pi , Iir (p−i )) for every pi ∈ Pi (p−i ), otherwise it is the
(unique) power pi ∈ Pi (p−i ) which satisfies Eq. (17) or, more briefly, equation
LHS (pi , Iir (p−i )) = RHS (pi , Iir (p−i )).
Lemma 11. For every i ∈ N , the Best Responses BRi in Eq. (21) are standard
functions.

Proof. In order to simplify the proof of this Lemma, we temporary assume that the
strategy sets Pi are not constrained by the maximum allowed power Pi,max . Therefore
in the first part of this section we assume that
pi,min (p−i ) :=

γM r
I (p ),
gi,i i −i

(22)
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pi,max (p−i ) :=

2Iir (p−i )

µ

N

∑
k=1,k6=i

.
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(23)

gi,k

The constraint for the strategy sets will be re-introduced at the end of this proof. We use
the following notation for the Best Responses in the unconstrained case: BRui (p−i ). We
first prove the monotonicity of the unconstrained Best Responses BRui (p−i ) for every
i∈N .

Proof. [Monotonicity of the unconstrained Best Responses BRui (p−i ).]
Consider the power vectors p′ ≥ p. We are going to prove that BRui (p′−i ) ≥ BRui (p−i )
for i ∈ N . Inequality p′ ≥ p implies p′−i ≥ p−i by definition and therefore Iir (p′−i ) ≥
Iir (p−i ) for the monotonicity of the Interference function, see Lemma 10. We wonder
what happens to functions LHS (θi , Iir (p−i )) and RHS (θi , Iir (p−i )) when the Interfer-
ence function increases. Let us consider the behavior of the graph of LHS θi , Iir (p′−i )
with respect to that of LHS (θi , Iir (p−i )). Following Eq. (18), it is:





gi,i θi
gi,i θi
gi,i θi
r ′
′
LHS θi , Ii (p−i ) := f
−f r ′
Iir (p′−i ) Iir (p′−i )
I (p )
 i −ir



r
r
gi,i θi Ii (p−i )
gi,i θi Ii (p−i ) gi,i θi Ii (p−i )
′
−f r
=f
Iir (p−i ) Iir (p′−i ) Iir (p−i ) Iir (p′−i )
Ii (p−i ) Iir (p′−i )

 r
I (p )
= LHS θi ir ′−i , Iir (p−i ) .
Ii (p−i )
By putting c :=

Iir (p−i )
Iir (p′−i ) ,

it is 0 < c ≤ 1 and the previous equation becomes:

LHS θi , Iir (p′−i ) = LHS (c θi , Iir (p−i )) .

(24)


The case c = 1 is trivial. If 0 < c < 1, the graph of LHS θi , Iir (p′−i ) is a horizontal dilatation of the graph of LHS (θi , Iir (p−i )) by the factor 1c > 1 (that implies a
horizontal stretching of the graph).
Now we wonder what happens to the graph of RHS(θi , Iir (p′−i )) with respect to
the one of RHS(θi, Iir (p−i )). It can be computed that it is RHS(θi , Iir (p′−i )) <
RHS(θi , Iir (p−i )) if and only if θi < θ0 for a value θ0 ∈ (pi,max (p−i ), pi,max (p′−i )).
Consider BRui (p−i ). Because of its definition, it belongs to the strategy set
Pi (p−i ) = [pi,min (p−i ), pi,max (p−i )]. We are going to prove that for p′−i ≥ p−i , it is
BRui (p′−i ) ≥ BRui (p−i ). It is certainly BRui (p′−i ) ∈ Pi (p′−i ) = [pi,min (p′−i ), pi,max (p′−i )].
Because of the ascending property of the strategy sets, see Remark 1, it is pi,min (p−i ) ≤
pi,min (p′−i ) and pi,max (p−i ) ≤ pi,max (p′−i ).
Two cases can occur:
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1. pi,min (p−i ) ≤ pi,min (p′−i ) ≤ pi,max (p−i ) ≤ pi,max (p′−i );
2. pi,min (p−i ) ≤ pi,max (p−i ) ≤ pi,min (p′−i ) ≤ pi,max (p′−i ).
Let us study the two cases:
2. The second case is the easiest one: indeed it is
pi,min (p−i ) ≤ BRui (p−i ) ≤ pi,max (p−i ) ≤ pi,min (p′−i )
≤ BRui (p′−i ) ≤ pi,max (p′−i )

and therefore BRui (p′−i ) ≥ BRui (p−i ), qed.
1. The first case
pi,min (p−i ) ≤ pi,min (p′−i ) ≤ pi,max (p−i ) ≤ pi,max (p′−i )
is discussed in the following. There are several possibilities.
(a) Case LHS (θi , Iir (p−i )) < RHS (θi , Iir (p−i )) for every θi ∈ Pi (p−i ), see
Fig. 1; therefore it is BRui (p−i ) = pi,min (p−i ). Because of the ascending
property of the strategy sets, it is pi,min (p−i ) ≤ pi,min (p′−i ) and therefore it
follows BRui (p−i ) = pi,min (p−i ) ≤ pi,min (p′−i ) ≤ BRui (p′−i ), qed.

(b) Case LHS (θi , Iir (p−i )) = RHS (θi , Iir (p−i )) for one (and only one) θi ∈ Pi (p−i );
therefore it is θi = BRui (p−i ).

i. If BRui (p−i ) ∈ [pi,min (p−i ), pi,min (p′−i )], it is BRui (p−i ) ≤ pi,min (p′−i ) ≤
BRui (p′−i ), qed.
considerii. If BRui (p−i ) ∈ [pi,min (p′−i ), pi,max (p−i )], see Fig.2,
 we need some
r
′
r
ations. In this interval it is RHS θi , Ii (p−i ) < RHS (θi , Ii (p−i )); say
θ ∗ the abscissa of the point of  intersection of the graphs of
LHS (θi , Iir (p−i )) and RHS θi , Iir (p′−i ) . Therefore it is θ ∗ > BRui (p−i ).
Furthermore, LHS θi , Iir (p′−i ) is a horizontal dilation of
LHS (θi , Iir (p−i ))


and the point of intersection of the graphs of LHS θi , Iir (p′−i )
and RHS θi , Iir (p′−i ) moves towards right. Therefore it is BRui (p−i )
< θ ∗ < BRui (p′−i ), qed.

(c) Case LHS (θi , Iir (p−i )) > RHS (θi , Iir (p−i )) for every θi ∈ Pi (p−i ); therefore it is BRui (p−i ) = pi,max (p−i ). Consider θi ∈ [pi,min (p′−i ), pi,max (p−i )].
It is RHS θi , Iir (p′−i ) < RHS (θi , Iir (p−i )) because pi,max (p−i ) < θ0 . Because we are assuming RHS (θi , Iir (p−i )) < LHS (θi , Iir (p−i )) everywhere
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Figure 1: A situation like Case 1.(a): Say pbi := pi,min (p−i ) = BRui (p−i );
pei := pi,min (p′−i ) .


in Pi(p−i ), it results RHS θi , Iir (p′−i ) < LHS (θi , Iir (p−i )). Because of
the property of horizontal dilatations, it holds


θi r ′
r
, I (p )
LHS (θi , Ii (p−i )) = LHS
c i −i




and hence RHS θi ,Iir (p′−i ) < LHS θci ,Iir (p′−i ) . Being LHS θi , Iir (p′−i )


strictly decreasing for θi > pi,min (p′−i ), then it results LHS θci , Iir (p′−i )

< LHS θi , Iir (p′−i ) and therefore it is also


RHS θi , Iir (p′−i ) < LHS θi , Iir (p′−i )

the
in the whole interval θi ∈ [pi,min (p′−i ), pi,max (p−i )]. As a consequence,

point of intersection of the graphs of RHS θi , Iir (p′−i ) and LHS(θi ,
Iir (p′−i )) has abscissa θ̃ greater than pi,max (p−i ). It involves that BRui (p′−i )
> BRui (p−i ), whether or not θ̃ is smaller than pi,max (p′−i ), qed.
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Figure 2: A situation like Case 1.(b).ii: Say pbi := pi,min (p−i );
pi,min (p′−i ); Bbi = BRui (p−i ) .

pei :=

Monotonicity of the unconstrained Best Responses BRui has been therefore proven, for
every i ∈ N .
In the following, we are going to show the scalability property of the unconstrained
Best Responses BRui (p−i ), see Definition 9, for pi ≥ pi,min (p−i ).

Proof. [Scalability of the unconstrained Best Responses BRui (p−i ).]
In what follows, we are going to show that for every α > 1, α ∈ R, and for every
i ∈ N it results: α BRui (p−i ) > BRui (α p−i ). Consider the power strategy α p−i of the
other N − 1 players. Consider all the possibilities that can occur for the Best Response
BRui (α p−i ) of the i-th player to such a strategy together with the possibilities for the
Best Response BRui (p−i ). Four cases cover all the possible situations that can occur.
We list them in the following.
1. Case BRui (α p−i ) = pi,min (α p−i ) and BRui (p−i ) any in the strategy set Pi (p−i ):
it is BRui (α p−i ) = pi,min (α p−i ) = gγMi,i Iir (α p−i ) < α gγMi,i Iir (p−i ) = α pi,min (p−i ) ≤
α BRui (p−i ) q.e.d., because of the definition of pi,min and the scalability property of
the Interference function, see Lemma 10.
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2. Case BRui (α p−i ) any in the strategy set Pi (α p−i ) and BRui (p−i ) = pi,max (p−i ): it
is BRui (α p−i ) ≤ pi,max (α p−i ) < α pi,max (p−i ) = α BRui (p−i ), q.e.d., because of the
scalability property of the Interference function.
3. Case BRui (α p−i ) abscissa of the (unique) point of intersection between the graphs of
RHS (θi , Iir (α p−i )) and LHS (θi , Iir (α p−i )), and BRui (p−i ) abscissa of the (unique)
point of intersection between the graphs of RHS (θi , Iir (p−i )) and LHS (θi , Iir (p−i )),
if they intersect, or BRui (p−i ) = pi,min (p−i ), if
LHS (θi , Iir (p−i )) < RHS (θi , Iir (p−i ))
for every θi ∈ Pi(p−i ) (one of these situations is shown in Fig. 3). These
assumptions imply that:
LHS (BRui (α p−i ), Iir (α p−i )) = RHS (BRui (α p−i ), Iir (α p−i )) ,

(25)

LHS (BRui (p−i ), Iir (p−i )) ≤ RHS (BRui (p−i ), Iir (p−i )) .

(26)

The proof of scalability is difficult, because we cannot give an explicit expression
for the (unconstrained) Best Responses. The first aspect to be considered is a conI r (p )
sequence of the following chain of inequalities: if we put k := I ri(α p−i ) ∈ (0, 1), it
−i
i
results
u
pi,min (p−i )
BRi (p−i )
≥
= pi,min (α p−i ) .
α BRui (p−i ) >
(27)
k
k
The first inequality is due to the scalability of the Interference function, that implies
α k > 1. Therefore, from (27), it is certainly α BRui (p−i ) > pi,min (α p−i ). If
it is α BRui (p−i ) > pi,max (α p−i ), the proof is ended, because pi,max (α p−i ) ≥
BRui (α p−i ) and therefore α BRui (p−i ) > BRui (α p−i ). Otherwise, it is
pi,min (α p−i ) < α BRui (p−i ) ≤ pi,max (α p−i ).
In this case, we need some more computations. The first step consists in
showing that, for every α >1, LHS (α BRui (p−i ), Iir (α p−i ))<LHS (BRui (p−i ), Iir (p−i )).
I r (p )
It is LHS (θi , Iir (α p−i )) = LHS (kθi , Iir (p−i )) with k := I ri(α p−i ) ∈ (0, 1), therefore
i

−i

LHS (θi , Iir (α p−i )) is a horizontal dilatation of LHS (θi , Iir (p−i )) of factor
and the following is true:

 u
BRi (p−i ) r
u
r
, Ii (α p−i ) .
LHS (BRi (p−i ), Ii (p−i )) = LHS
k
It results
LHS (α BRui (p−i ), Iir (α p−i )) <




BRui (p−i ) r
, Ii (α p−i )
LHS
k

1
k

>1

(28)

(29)
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because LHS (θi , Iir (α p−i )) is decreasing for θi > pi,min (α p−i ) and α BRui (p−i ) >
p
(p )
BRui (p−i )
≥ i,mink −i = pi,min (α p−i ). Eqs. (28) and (29) imply:
k

LHS (α BRui (p−i ), Iir (α p−i )) < LHS (BRui (p−i ), Iir (p−i )) .

Figure 3: A possible situation in Case 3: Say pbi := pi,min (p−i );
pi,min (α p−i ); Bbi = BRui (p−i ); Bei = BRui (α p−i ) .

(30)

pei :=

The second step consists in showing that, for every α > 1,

RHS (BRui (p−i ), Iir (p−i )) <

1
RHS (α BRui (p−i ), Iir (α p−i )) .
α2

(31)
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By rearranging Eq. (19), with pi substituted by BRui (p−i ), we obtain:
RHS (BRui (p−i ), Iir (p−i ))


α 2 [BRui (p−i )]2 

β − δ
2

α W Ri

=



N
u (p )
α
gi,k 
BR
∑
−i
i

k=1,k6=i


exp −µ

r

α Ii (p−i )






N
α BRui (p−i ) ∑ gi,k 
∑ gi,k


k=1,k6=i
k=1,k6=i



u
exp −µ
δµ r
 α BRi (p−i ) .

α Ii (p−i )
α Iir (p−i )


N

+





Provided that

1
RHS (α BRui (p−i ), Iir (α p−i ))
α2


[α BRui (p−i )]2 

=
β − δ

α 2W Ri
N

+





N
α BRui (p−i ) ∑ gi,k 

k=1,k6=i


exp −µ


Iir (α p−i )






N
α BRui (p−i ) ∑ gi,k 
∑ gi,k


k=1,k6=i
k=1,k6=i



u
δµ r
α
BR
(p
)
exp −µ

i
−i  ,

Ii (α p−i )
Iir (α p−i )



inequality (31) holds if and only if the following holds for every α > 1:




N
N
u
α BRi (p−i ) ∑ gi,k 
∑ gi,k



k=1,k6=i

 k=1,k6=i


u
α BRi (p−i ) − 1 exp−µ
µ r

α Iir (p−i )

 α Ii (p−i )




N







N
α BRui (p−i ) ∑ gi,k 
∑ gi,k



k=1,k6=i

 k=1,k6=i


< µ r
α BRui (p−i ) − 1 exp−µ
.
r
Ii (α p−i )

 Ii (α p−i )



Consider a new variable zi := µ α BRui (p−i )

N

∑
k=1,k6=i

gi,k . We recall that we are
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assuming pi,min (α p−i ) < α BRui (p−i ) ≤ pi,max (α p−i ), therefore it is
#
N
γM r
zi ∈
µ I (α p−i ) ∑ gi,k , 2Iir (α p−i ) .
gi,i i
k=1,k6=i
The previous inequality holds if and only if for every α > 1 it results:




zi
zi
− 1 exp − r
α Iir (p−i )
α Ii (p−i )




(32)
zi
zi
< r
− 1 exp − r
.
Ii (α p−i )
Ii (α p−i )



Say h(zi , a) := zai − 1 exp − zai , with a > 0. The study of such a family of curves,
for non-negative values of zi , let us state that the graph of h(zi , a) intercepts the yaxis in the point with coordinates (0, −1), increases for zi increasing, intercepts the
zi -axis in the point with coordinates (a, 0), still increases until it reaches the point
with coordinates (2a, e−2 ) and then decreases tending to zero when zi tends to infinity. If a > a′ , it results h(zi , a) < h(zi , a′ ) certainly if zi ∈ (0, 2a′ ]. Say a := α Iir (p−i )
and a′ := Iir (α p−i ). It is a > a′ , and therefore h(zi , α Iir (p−i )) < h(zi , Iir (α p−i )) certainly if zi ∈ (0, 2Iir (α p−i )]. In our case, inequality (32) is therefore satisfied and
hence (31) is verified for every α > 1.
By considering (30), (26) and (31), we can state that:
LHS(α BRui (p−i ), Iir (α p−i )) <

1
RHS(α BRui (p−i ), Iir (α p−i )).
α2

(33)

Consider a new variable for the previous inequality, say Yi := α BRui (p−i ).
Therefore we can conclude that the two variables BRui (α p−i ) and Yi satisfy
Eq. (34) and inequality (35) respectively:
LHS (BRui (α p−i ), Iir (α p−i )) = RHS (BRui (α p−i ), Iir (α p−i )) ,
1
RHS (Yi , Iir (α p−i )) .
α2
It means that θi = BRui (α p−i ) is the (unique) solution of equation
LHS (Yi , Iir (α p−i )) <

LHS (θi , Iir (α p−i )) = RHS (θi , Iir (α p−i ))

(34)
(35)

(36)

and θi = Yi satisfies inequality:
LHS (θi , Iir (α p−i )) <

1
RHS (θi , Iir (α p−i )) .
α2

(37)
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Figure 4: A possible situation in Case 3: Say pbi := pi,min (p−i );
pi,min (α p−i ); Bbi = BRui (p−i ); Bei = BRui (α p−i ) .
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pei :=

Let Yi′ be the solution of equation:

LHS (θi , Iir (α p−i )) =

1
RHS (θi , Iir (α p−i )) .
α2

(38)

The graphs of LHS (θi , Iir (α p−i )) and RHS (θi , Iir (α p−i )) with respect to variable θi intersect in a point whose abscissa is θi = BRui (α p−i ); the graphs
of functions LHS (θi , Iir (α p−i )) and α12 RHS (θi , Iir (α p−i )) intersect in a point
whose abscissa is θi = Yi′ , see Fig. 4. By comparing Eqs. (36) and (38), one evinces
that their left hand sides are the same, therefore they have the same graphs,
while the right hand side of ( 38) is the same of the right hand side of (36) divided by α 2 , with α > 1, therefore the graph of α12 RHS (θi , Iir (α p−i )) is placed below the one of RHS (θi , Iir (α p−i )). This implies that the abscissa θi = Yi′ of the point
of intersection between the graphs of LHS (θi , Iir (α p−i )) and α12 RHS (θi , Iir (α p−i ))
is placed on the right of the abscissa θi = BRui (α p−i ) of the point of intersection between the graphs of LHS (θi , Iir (α p−i )) and RHS (θi , Iir (α p−i )), hence
Yi′ > BRui (α p−i ) for every α > 1. To conclude we just have to observe that all Yi
solving inequality (37) are such that Yi > Yi′ , therefore Yi > Yi′ > BRui (α p−i ) for
every α > 1. By substituting Yi = α BRui (p−i ), one eventually obtains α BRui (p−i ) >
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BRui (α p−i ) for every α > 1, q.e.d.
4. Case BRui (α p−i ) = pi,max (α p−i ) (in case LHS (θi , Iir (α p−i )) > RHS (θi , Iir (α p−i ))
for every θi ∈ P(α p−i )), and BRui (p−i ) like in the previous case. It still
holds Eq. (33) and therefore the following chain holds:
LHS (α BRui (p−i ), Iir (α p−i )) <

1
RHS (α BRui (p−i ), Iir (α p−i ))
α2
< RHS (α BRui (p−i ), Iir (α p−i )) .

We conclude that α BRui (p−i ) ∈
/ P(α p−i ) and, as a logical consequence, α BRui (p−i )
> pi,max (α p−i ) = BRui (α p−i ), q.e.d.
We have therefore proven that the unconstrained Best Responses have the scalability
property.
We have proven that the unconstrained Best Responses are standard functions, in
the temporary assumption that there is not a maximum power constraint Pi,max . The
last step in the proof is the inclusion of the maximum power constraint Pi,max back.
The Best Response BRi(p−i ) of the constrained problem is simply:
(
BRui (p−i )
BRi (p−i ) :=
Pi,max
=

if BRui (p−i ) ≤ Pi,max
if BRui (p−i ) > Pi,max

min{BRui (p−i ), Pi,max } .

(39)

We have proven that functions BRui are standard functions and also the constant function which assigns the constant value Pi,max to every power vector is trivially standard,
see [48]. Hence function BRi , see Eq. (39), is the minimum between two standard
functions and it is therefore standard, see [36] and [48].
Theorem 12. The GNEP defined in Section 3 has a unique GNE that can be
reached by the Best Response Algorithm.

Proof. Indeed, the Best Response BR(p) = (BRi (p−i ))i∈N (where BRi are singlevalued) is a standard function, see Lemma 11, and the existence of a GNE has been
proven in Theroem 8; it is enough to state that the GNE is unique and that it can be
reached by the Best Response Algorithm, see [36], [37] and [46].
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5. Conclusions
We have presented a Generalized Nash Equilibrium Problem to model the coexistence
of primary and secondary users in the same frequency band in a Cognitive Radio scenario for Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA). Assuming that the secondary utilities
with pricing depend on the simultaneous choices of players ([28]), we have developed
a theoretic analysis showing existence and uniqueness of the Generalized Nash Equilibrium and convergence of the Best Response Algorithm to it. The given conditions
just impose a lower level as given in [25] and an upper level to the SINR of the radio
devices, based on the sensitivity of the set of users to interference as a parameter of
the game. Such conditions are easy to be satisfied by the users, as they do not need to
know every single power allocated by all the other users, generally not available, but
they just avail local information, i.e. the total interference they experience near their
own receiver.
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